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ROARING FORTIES™ is a trademark of SAFETY MARINE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD.  ROARING FORTIES™ brand of 
lifejackets, life rafts and personal flotation devices are manufactured by SAFETY MARINE AUSTRALIA PTY LTD.

Australian Standards AS1512 
& ISO12401 Approved

ROARING FORTIES™ SMA1060 MAXI Inflatable PFD 
Type 1 with Deck Harness is made in Australia in its 
entirety. It is Australian Standards Approved as a 150 
Newtons PFD and easily exceeds EN 396 requirements.  
The deck harness is designed to suit all yacht racing and 
recreational activities and approved to ISO12401.

The SMA1060 MAXI has similar design to the inflatable life 
preservers Safety Marine Australia manufactures for the 
Australian Army (light Infantry), Australian S.A.S. and Austra-
lian Commandos.

Unique features include see-thru window for operating 
system/cylinder status, detachable crutch strap and a detah-
cable pouch for PLBs.  The “U” shape design provides more 
comfort and it comes with 3 toggles on the valise for attach-
ment to most wet weather jackets.

The SMA1060 MAXI is designed and manufactured to provide 
comfort and durability.  The SMA1060 MAXIs are service 
friendly and have a strong service support network Australia 
wide.

AUSTRALIAN MADE

ROARING FORTIES™
SMA1060 MAXI PRO INFLATABLE PFD TYPE 1 

with Deck Harness

Special Features
    * Comfortable and Easy to Don
    * Designed to float an unconscious person to a safe position with the head 
       angled at 45º upwards in the water
    * Freeboard of > 120mm
    * Detachable crutch strap
    * Approved deck harness complies to ISAF/YA requirements
    * Able to withstand 10 psi of pressure
    * Can withstand 200,000 flex cycles without physical impairment
    * Reliable & Durable
    * Light weight
    * Has a grab handle
    * Suitable for person 40kg & over
    * Window for indication for the operating system status 
    * Detachable Pouch for PLBs 
    * Version for Left-Handed person available
    * Available in Manual & Auto Inflation
    * Service and Repair friendly


